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ABSTRACT
CATEGORIZING ABORTIONS BY SAFETY CATEGORY: A BAYESIAN
HIERARCHICAL MODELING APPROACH
MAY 2018
ZHENNING KANG
B.B.A., SHANGHAI UNIVERSITY OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS AND
ECONOMICS
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Prof. Leontine Alkema

Since 1990s, World Health Organization defines abortion as safe if it was done with a
recommended method that was appropriate to the pregnancy duration and if the person
providing the abortion was trained. In this study, we used a three-tiered categorization on
abortion safety. Abortion is less safe if the pregnancy was terminated either by untrained
individuals or under dangerous methods, and least safe if neither of the two criteria was
met. We included all available empirical data on abortion methods, providers, and
settings, and factors affecting safety as covariates to estimate the global, regional, and sub
regional distributions of abortion by safety categories for the period 2010-2014.

We applied a Bayesian hierarchical model with two regression submodels to estimate
abortion safety. One submodel estimated safe proportions and the other one divided
unsafe into less safe and least safe proportions. Country intercepts were included in both
submodels and estimated using hierarchical models. Data sources were assigned varying
levels of uncertainty or treated as minima or maxima to reflect quality of reporting. We
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constructed 90% highest density intervals as credible intervals to reflect uncertainty in
final outcomes. We carried out model selection using information criteria. We examined
model validation and carried out various checks to verify the sensitivity of reporting to
prior distributions used and outlying countries. We found that the model was reasonably
well calibrated and subregional estimates were not sensitive to outlying observations or
prior choice.

14, we
estimated that 30·6 million (54·9%, 90% uncertainty interval 49·9 59·4) were safe, 17·1
million (30·7%, 25·5 35·6) were less safe, and 8·0 million (14·4%, 11·5 18·1) were
least safe. The proportion of unsafe abortions was significantly higher in developing
countries than developed countries, and significantly higher in countries with highly
restrictive abortion laws than in those with less restrictive laws. In-depth assessments of
data quality and factors affecting abortion safety in outlying countries may result in
further model improvements.
A subset of material in this thesis has been published in the Lancet on September 27th,
2017:
Bela Ganatra, Caitlin Gerdts, Clémentine Rossier, Brooke Ronald Johnson Jr, Özge
Tunçalp, Anisa Assifi, Gilda Sedgh, Susheela Singh, Akinrinola Bankole, Anna
Popinchalk, Jonathan Bearak, Zhenning Kang, Leontine Alkema, "Global, regional, and
subregional classification of abortions by safety, 2010 14: estimates from a Bayesian
hierarchical model," The Lancet, vol. 390, no. 10110, pp. 2372-2381, 2017.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Despite scientific advances that enable the provision of safe abortion at the
primary care level, unsafe abortions persist and result in a high burden of complications;
maternal death; and substantial costs to women, families, and health systems. [1, 2, 3]
WHO defines unsafe abortion as a procedure for termination of a pregnancy done
by an individual who does not have the necessary training or in an environment not
conforming to minimal medical standards. However, abortions done in accordance with
these standards are considered safe and the risk of severe complications or death is
minimal. [4] The people, skills, and environment needed to meet medical standards are
outlined in WHO guidelines, which are updated periodically. In the 25 years since unsafe
abortion was defined, evidence has evolved and simple technologies, such as manual
vacuum aspiration and medical abortion (with mifepristone and misoprostol, or
misoprostol alone if mifepristone is unavailable), have made the provision of safe
abortions possible at the primary care level and by health workers other than doctors. [5,
6] The conditions leading to a safe abortion are in turn affected by numerous factors,
including the laws and policies on abortion (i.e., legal context), the socioeconomic
conditions, the availability of safe abortion services, and the stigma surrounding abortion.
Stigma related to seeking or provision of abortion is increasingly being recognized as
influencing how and where women access care and who provides care. [7]
Estimates of the magnitude of unsafe abortion have been periodically produced
since 1995. Because of the paucity of data, previous estimates relied on the legality of
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abortion in each setting and a qualitative assessment of the country context as the primary
basis for distinguishing safe from unsafe abortions. [8, 9] This approach to classification
was a reasonable proxy for safety in an era when only facility-based surgical abortions
met medical standards of safety and when unsafe abortions in legally restricted contexts
were usually done with dangerous and invasive methods. However, the increasingly
widespread substitution of such dangerous methods with misoprostol outside formal
health systems necessitates reconceptualization of how we categorize abortion safety to
capture the spectrum of situations that constitute unsafe abortion and the continuum of
risk they represent. [4, 10]
About 55·7 million abortions took place worldwide every year during the period
of 2010 14, the most recent period for which information about abortion incidence is
available. [11] Here, we present a new theoretical framework within a Bayesian
hierarchical model to generate cross-sectional estimates of the global, regional, and subregional distributions of these abortions by safety categories. In doing so, we replace the
dichotomous classification of abortion safety that has been used since 1990 with a threetiered classification underpinned by WHO recommendations for safe abortion.
1.2 Overview
In this study, we used all available empirical data on abortion methods, providers,
and settings, and factors affecting safety as covariates to estimate the global, regional,
and sub regional distributions of abortion by safety categories. We applied a Bayesian
hierarchical model with two regression submodels to estimate abortion safeties. One
submodel estimated safe proportions and the other one was for divided unsafe into less
safe and least safe proportions.

2

This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 1 introduces the background of this
study. Chapter 2 explains the definitions of abortion safety categories, and gives an
overview of data sources and covariates. Chapter 3 presents the Bayesian hierarchical in
detail. The model includes two regression submodels and each submodel has its own
process model and data model. Chapter 3 also presents the model selection results
through in-sample fit and out-of-sample validation. Substantive findings are given in
Chapter 4. Chapter 5 provides additional analyses, which include the alternative choice of
prior distributions, the identifying of outlying countries in residual analyses, the
examining of out-of-sample performance, and Watanabe-Akaike Information Criteria
applications. Discussion of findings and model limitations are given in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2
ABORTION SAFETY CATEGORIES, DATA AND PREDICTORS
A schematic overview of the analysis framework in this study is given in Figure
1. In this chapter, we discuss the definition of the safety categories, the data used in the
study, and the theoretical framework underlying the selection of candidate covariates for
the regression models.
WHO definition of unsafe abortions
WHO technical guidelines
5 conceptual domains of factors that influence safety at country level
150 empirical data points on methods/providers/places of abortions, from
surveys, national statistics and specialized studies
4 predicators (covariates)
Bayesian hierarchical model with two regression submodels
one process model and one data model in each submodel
Proportion of safe abortions
Proportion of unsafe abortions = Proportion of less safe abortions +
Proportion of least safe abortions

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the framework for estimating the distribution
of abortion by safety categories.
2.1 Safety Categories
We used the WHO definition of unsafe abortion and recommendations within
WHO guidelines on safe abortion [4, 5, 6] to conceptualize abortion safety as falling into
three categories: safe, less safe, and least safe (see Figure 2). The less-safe and least-safe
categories together reflect the spectrum of unsafe abortions. We classified abortions as
safe if they were done with a method recommended by WHO (medical abortion, vacuum
4

Figure 2: Diagram of abortion safety categories.
aspiration, or dilatation and evacuation) that was appropriate to the pregnancy duration
and if the per- son providing the abortion was trained. We classified abortions as less safe
if only one of the two criteria were met

i.e., either the abortion was done by a trained

provider but with an outdated method (e.g., sharp curettage) or a safe method of abortion
(e.g., misoprostol) was used but without adequate information or support from a trained
individual. We classified abortions as least safe if they were provided by untrained
individuals using dangerous methods, such as ingestion of caustic substances, insertion of
foreign bodies, or use of traditional concoctions.
2.2 Data
We analyzed data from 182 countries and regions listed by the UN Department of
Economic and Social Affairs (UN DESA), Population Division. [12] We excluded small
countries with populations of fewer than 100,000 inhabitants because of insufficient
information about covariates.
We systematically searched PubMed, POPLINE, and Embase without language
filters; LILACS and SciELO for Spanish-language and Portuguese-language articles;
BDSP and INEDOC for French-language studies; Panteleimon for Russian-language
studies; and SINOMED, China National Knowledge Infrastructure, and Wanfang for
Chinese-language articles. The search terms used for each database are shown in the
appendix. We also searched the OpenThesis dissertation database, did snowball searches
5

of websites of non-governmental organizations, canvassed relevant online discussion
groups and experts in the field, and hand searched references cited in identified studies.
We searched for data from Jan 1, 1990, to Dec 31, 2015. For this analysis, we used the
subset of the search results for 2010 14. We first included national data for 2010 14; for
countries without such data, we included national data for 2008 09 if available and, in
the absence of both, we considered subnational data on a case-by-case basis. We
excluded clinical trials and data limited to specific age subgroups (e.g., adolescents) or
occupation related subgroups (e.g., sex workers). We assessed the remaining sources for
quality of reporting with five criteria adapted from items within the Strengthening the
Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology (STROBE) statement: eligibility
criteria for study sample clearly defined, methods of measurement of each variable of
interest defined, characteristics of study participants provided, clear numerator and
denominator information included, and inclusion of a discussion of sources of bias in the
results. Reports and papers not meeting at least three of the five criteria were excluded.
The included studies used different designs and included population-based surveys with
reports from women on abortion care-seeking, indirect data based on surveys of health
professionals, and nationally or subnationally representative data on abortion
management at the facility level.
We included 150 pieces of empirical data from 61 countries, including 131 (87%)
pieces of national-level data. Empirical data were available for 23 (54%) of 43 developed
countries and for 38 (27%) of 139 developing countries. Data came from routinely
collected national statistics on reported abortions (23 countries), from Demographic and
Health Surveys and Reproductive Health Surveys (including data on
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reports of

abortion care-seeking; 15 countries), and from national and subnational studies (24
countries).
We used our theoretical framework to categorize the available empirical data into
three categories of safety. Sources did not typically include data on all three
characteristics (methods, providers, and settings); thus, we mainly relied on data related
to methods used to induce abortion (available in 132 [88%] of the included sources) to
categorize abortions as safe, less safe, or least safe. Given the absence of standardized
reporting among the data sources, this characteristic was also the simplest to interpret in
relation to WHO recommendations. For 14 (9%) sources, for which information about
methods was not available, we relied on data describing the types of providers from
whom services were obtained, and, for four (3%) sources, for which neither of these
characteristics were available, we used data on the setting where abortion took place.
Data were used as point estimates if they were representative of a cross-section of
women nationally or sub-nationally. When not representative of a cross-section of
women, data were used to represent a maximum upper limit of the proportion of safe
abortions or a minimum lower limit for the proportion of least-safe abortions. For 18
countries for which data on the distribution of abortions by methods were available from
official statistics for multiple years in the study period, we averaged the data across the
available years. The overview of data sources by subregion is given in Table 1.
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Table 1: Overview table of subregional data availability by source type. Table columns:
name of subregions, total number of countries in each region, number of data used from each
source either as point estimates or as maximums/minimums, and total number of data
available in each region.
Type
Subregion
Australia/N.Z.
Caribbean
Central America
East Africa
East Asia
Eastern Europe
Melanesia
Middle Africa
Northern Africa
Northern America
Northern Europe
South Central Asia
South East Asia
Southern Africa
Southern America
Southern Europe
Western Africa
Western Asia
Western Europe

#
Cty
2
11
8
17
5
10
8
9
6
2
10
14
11
5
12
11
16
18
7

Point Estimate
Method Provider
2
0
1
0
0
1
1
6
2
0
3
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
2
0
7
0
4
2
1
0
0
0
0
1
3
0
2
2
4
0
5
0

Place
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

Maximum/Minimum
Method Provider
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0

Place
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2.3 Covariates
From a review of the literature and expert group discussions, we identified factors
affecting abortion safety at the country level. We organized these factors into five
conceptual domains: (1) the abortion service-delivery environment, which encompasses
the availability of safe methods, trained providers, and facilities equipped to provide safe

abortion services within or outside her country of residence; (3) abortion stigma, which
reflects attitudes toward abortion and is associated with gender inequality regarding
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#
Data
2
1
1
10
4
3
2
3
0
2
7
9
2
0
3
3
5
6
5

legal grounds for abortion, associated laws and policies, and their interpretation and
implementation; and (5) development, which includes the overall development level of
health services and health infrastructure.
Within the five conceptual domains, we listed potential plausible covariates and
shortlisted those for which systematic information for the reference period was avail- able
for at least 85% of the countries. These potential covariates included the number of years
that mifepristone had been registered in the country; the proportion of the population that
lived in urban areas; the gender inequality index (GII), which is a composite measure that
includes indicators of reproductive health (measured as the maternal mortality ratio and
adolescent birth rates), empowerment (measured as proportion of parliamentary seats
occupied by women and proportion of adult women and men aged 25 years or older with
at least some secondary education), and economic status (measured as labor force
participation of women and men aged 15 years or older); [13] the legal grounds for
abortion; and the gross national income (GNI). Additionally, the registration status of
misoprostol (for any indication) was used as a covariate to distinguish abortions using
misoprostol outside of health systems from the least-safe abortions.
We assessed potential covariates for availability of data and ease of interpretation
and chose those that were conceptually the strongest. Our final set of covariates for
estimating the proportion of safe abortions included mifepristone years, urban rate, GII,
and misoprostol registration.
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CHAPTER 3
BAYESIAN HIERARCHICAL MODEL
3.1 Summary
We used a Bayesian hierarchical model to estimate the proportion of abortions in
each of the three safety categories. The statistical model included two hierarchical
regression submodels: one for estimation of the proportion of safe abortions and one for
division of the remaining unsafe abortions into two categories of less safe and least safe.
The two submodels combined provided estimates for the three safety categories.
We created progressively increasing uncertainty levels based on our confidence in
the different data sources (from most confident to least confident): national data with
categorization based on methods of abortion, national data with categorization based on
providers, national data with categorization based on setting, and subnational data with
categorization based on any of these factors.
Based on the theoretical framework, we included four covariates (registration of
mifepristone, registration of misoprostol, proportion of the population living in urban
areas, and the GII) in the model. We explored whether covariates referring to the legal
grounds for abortion and the GNI improved model fit. We used an initial in-sample
measure of goodness of fit to assess model performance and out-of-sample validation
exercises to select the final model from among the models of best fit that fulfilled both
conceptual and statistical criteria. Given the similar validation results across models, we
selected the most parsimonious model for use in this study.
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We estimated the posterior distributions of the outcomes of interest with a Markov
chain Monte Carlo algorithm in JAGS open source software (version 4.2). [14] The
statistical analysis was done in R 3.2.0. [15]
The remainder of this chapter provides additional detail on the model set-up and
selection. We
-green) to represent the proportion of least safe abortions out of
the remaining unsafe abortions, "yellow" to represent the proportion of less safe, and
"red" to represent the proportion of least safe abortions. These terms may be used
interchangeable.
3.2 Regression Submodel I
In the first regression submodel, the logit-transformed probability of a safe
abortion was estimated with a country-specific intercept and the (regression-coefficient)
weighted sum of the predictors of abortion safety. The model was fitted to the countryspecific data on the proportion of abortions that was considered safe. Country intercepts
were estimated with a hierarchical model based on regional groupings (i.e., to represent
geographical regions), such that intercepts for countries with no or uncertain data were
informed by estimates for other countries in the region.
3.2.1 Bayesian Hierarchical Model
The model for proportion of safe abortions is given by the following equation:

where

refers to the i-th estimated proportions abortions categorized as safe

from country indexed by country c[i] and year t[i],

11

refers to the m-th covariate for

country c that is used for predicting proportion safe,

is the country intercept, and

is the regression coefficient. Covariates were time-matched with year t[i] (to the extent
possible). All covariates were centered at the average of the observed values and GNI was
log-transformed (before centering).
The country intercept

and prior distributions are followed by:

where r[c] refers to the c-th country in region r. Here
specific intercept,

represents the region-

represents the world-level intercept, and

represents the

across-region standard deviation in intercepts. This model is a hierarchical model that
allows for exchanging information across regions by assuming that the region means
come from a common normal distribution.
3.2.2 Data Model
Data model for the observed proportions of safe abortions:

where

refers to the i-th vector of the observed proportion of safe

abortions from country c[i] and year t[i]. Here we use t (µ, binvar,3) to denote a rescaled
t distribution with 3 degrees of freedom, centered at µ. T (0,1) truncated the t distribution
between 0 and 1.
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The variance formula is based on using binomial variance for a proportion where
Ni refers to the unknown sample size. The sample size and proportion combined determine
the uncertainty associated with the observation, and a minimum variance of 0.012 is used.
We differentiated between different source types and national and subnational data as
follows:

where s[i] refers to the data type (method, provider or place) of the i-th
observation,
(addsub)

(source)

= 0.06, 0.13, 0.20 for method, provider and place respectively and

= 0.07 which is added for subnational data sources. We created progressively

increasing uncertainty levels based on our confidence in the different data sources in the
following order - national data with categorization based on methods of abortion, national
data where categorization was based on providers, national data on the setting, and
finally sub-national data on any of these factors. The intervals are narrower (in other
words, there is less uncertainty associated with observations) at higher or lower
proportions. We illustrated the different situations of intervals for observed proportion is
50% or10% in Table 2.
Table 2: Confidence intervals (95%) for true proportion based on different sources.
Population
National
National
National
Subnational

Source
Method
Provider
Place
Method

pobserved = 0.5
(0.4, 0.6)
(0.3, 0.7)
(0.2, 0.8)
(0.3, 0.7)

pobserved = 0.1
(0.05, 0.16)
(0, 0.1)
(0, 0.3)
(0, 0.2)
13

Subnational Provider (0.2, 0.8)
Subnational Place
(0.15, 0.85)

(0, 0.3)
(0, 0.4)

Data model for minima and maxima proportions of safe abortions, to account for
the uncertainty in these extremes:

3.3 Regression Submodel II
Similarly, in the second regression submodel, we used a model with countryspecific intercepts and covariates to estimate the proportion of unsafe abortions that were
less safe and those that were least safe.
3.3.1 Bayesian Hierarchical Model
The model for proportion of least safe out of unsafe abortions is the followed:

where

refers to the proportion of least safe abortions in the remaining unsafe

abortions, which is equivalent to red out of non-green (roong),

and

refer to

the vector of the estimated proportions of safe and least safe abortions respectively for the
corresponding i-th country-year, and

refers to the k-th covariate for country c that is

used for predicting proportion roong.
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Hierarchical distributions for the country intercept and prior distributions are
defined as in regression submodel I.
3.3.2 Data Model
The data model for the observed proportion least safe out of unsafe is like that for
the proportion safe:

Rewrite the t distribution or explain better what it refers to, ie I recommend sticking with the
current write up but then adding: here we use t(a,b,c) to denoted a resclaed t distrivution with c
degrees of freedom, centered at a, ie a + sqrt(b)*t_c

where

refers to the i-th vector of the observed proportions of least safe

abortions from country c[i] and year t[i]. The variance expression for proportion least
safe is again based on using binomial variance for the proportion least safe. Observations
with

= 1 were left out because they do not provide information in the break-

down. Settings data were not used either because we could not distinguish between less
safe and least safe.
3.4 Constructing Estimates
After fitting the regression models, we used year 2012 values for covariates to
calculate estimates of the proportion of each abortion safety category for all countries for
the period 2010 2014 using the following equations:

15

where

refers to the m-th covariate for country c for the year 2012 that is

used for predicting proportion safe, and

refers to the k-th covariate for country

c for the year 2012 that is used for predicting proportion least safe out of unsafe. Now we
can generate the proportion of less safe abortions by:

And the proportion of unsafe abortions is calculated by:

We calculated 90% uncertainty intervals (UIs) for the aggregate outcomes using
the highest posterior density intervals (HDI) for the respective posterior samples for these
outcomes. HDI refers to the shortest interval on a posterior density for some given credible
(uncertainty) level and it has the advantage of including the mode of the distribution.
Country point estimates for all the safety categories were based on rescaled
median posterior estimates for each country. Rescaled median values, which are the
posterior median proportions divided by their sum, were used as point estimates to ensure
that the sum of the estimated proportions was equal to one.
We also constructed estimates of the proportion of abortions for subregional
groupings of interest for the period 2010 2014. Regional estimates for safe proportions
were constructed based on the country estimates
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and the estimates of the

number of abortions Ac for the period 2010-2014.The s-th posterior sample for the three
proportions for a region with n countries, indexed by R = {c1, c2, ..., cn}, was obtained as
follows:

Where

denotes the s-th posterior sample for the proportion safe in

country c. The posterior samples for each region were used to construct the 90% HDI uncertainty intervals. Point estimates of subregional estimations were obtained based on the
country point estimates, thus based on the rescaled country-specific medians. The
subregional estimation models for the proportion of less safe and least safe abortions are
defined same as in predicting the subregional proportion of safe abortions.
Country-level proportions of abortions in each safety category, estimated with the
model, were weighted based on available, modeled estimates of abortion incidence in
each country [11] and aggregated to the subregional, regional, and global levels with the
UN DESA classification of countries. We limited the presentation of results to the
subregional level as the lowest level of disaggregation given the paucity of data at the
country level. We examined the distribution of safety categories for countries grouped
together based on the legal grounds on which abortion was allowed. We used the existing
UN DESA classification of countries according to abortion law [16] to group countries
into three broad categories: countries where abortion on request was allowed, countries
where abortion on request was not allowed but where the legal grounds included
countries that
did not allow abortion or only allowed it to save the life or physical health of a woman.
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We also examined the distribution of safety categories when countries were grouped
based on their per-head income with the standard World Bank classification. [17]
3.5 Model Selection
Based on the conceptual framework, the model for the proportion of safe
abortions included the following covariates: registration year of mifepristone, urban rate
and GII. The model for the proportion of least safe out of non-safe abortions also
included these covariates as well as the registration status of misoprostol. We explored
whether covariates referring to the legal grounds for abortion and the GNI improved
model fit, by considering 16 candidate models as summarized in Table 3.
Table 3: Overview of 16 candidate models. "x" denotes the inclusion of the covariate.
Submodel for Green
Submodel for ROONG
Model mife urban GII miso law GNI mife urban GII miso law GNI
1
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
2
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
3
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
4
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
5
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
6
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
7
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
8
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
9
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
10
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
11
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
12
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
13
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
14
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
15
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
16
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

3.5.1 In-sample Fit
In our analysis published in the Lancet [18], we used the deviance information
criterion (DIC) [19] for model comparison. Lower values of the criterion indicate
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preferred model fit. We selected all models with a DIC value that differed less than 5
points from the minimum DIC value among all models. Models 3, 4, 7, 11, 12 and 16
were selected with this approach.
3.5.2 Out-of-sample Validation
To validate out-of-sample model performance of a given model, we fitted each
model to a subset of the data (the training set) and checked how well it predicted the leftout observations. Training sets were constructed by leaving out approximately 20% of the
observations at random.
Based on the predictions for the left-out data pi., we calculated the error ei. = pi.
- pi., for each observation I, where pi., refers to the posterior median prediction for pi. We
summarized the errors in terms of mean/median (absolute) errors for all left-out
observations combined. We also calculated which percentage of left-out observations was
outside their respective 90% highest posterior density prediction interval (rounded to two
decimal places). We repeated the validation exercise 30 times and reported the mean
outcomes across the exercise-specific outcomes.
Given the similar validation results across models in Table 4, we selected the
most parsimonious model (Model 16) for use in this study. Model performs reasonably
well but the coverage of the 90% HDI was slightly too low (15% outside for predicting
safe, 11% outside for predicting least safe, as compared to the expected 10%), and less
observations were below in median for safe proportion (41%) and more observations
were above the median for least safe proportion (64%) than expected.
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Table 4: Validation outcomes for models selected by DIC. ME = mean error, MAE =
mean absolute error, MedE = median error, MedAE = median absolute error, Outside UI
refers to the proportion of observations that fall outside the 90% uncertainty interval
(HDI)
For proportion safe
ME MAE MedE MedAE Outside UI
0.02 0.13 0.01
0.09
0.15
0.02 0.13 0.01
0.09
0.15
0.02 0.13 0.02
0.08
0.15
0.01 0.14 0.01
0.09
0.14
0.01 0.14 0.01
0.09
0.15
0.02 0.13 0.01
0.08
0.15
For proportion least safe out of unsafe
Model ME MAE MedE MedAE Outside UI
3
0.01 0.10 -0.00 0.04
0.12
4
0.01 0.10 -0.00 0.04
0.12
7
0.01 0.10 -0.00 0.04
0.11
11
0.01 0.10 0.00
0.04
0.12
12
0.01 0.10 -0.00 0.04
0.12
16
0.01 0.10 -0.00 0.04
0.11
Model
3
4
7
11
12
16
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Below Median
0.39
0.40
0.38
0.40
0.40
0.41
Below Median
0.65
0.65
0.67
0.64
0.64
0.64

CHAPTER 4
SUBSTANTIVE FINDINGS
During 2010 14, 55.7 million abortions occurred annually worldwide, of which
30·6 million (54.9%, 90% UI 49.9 59.4) were safe. Almost all abortions in developed
countries (87.5%, 81.9 89.6), and roughly half of those in developing countries (50.5%,
45.2 55·9), were safe.
We estimated that 17.1 million (30.7%, 25.5 35.6) abortions worldwide for 2010
14 were less safe and that 8.0 million (14.4%, 11.5 18.1) abortions were least safe. Thus,
combining the less-safe and least-safe categories, 25.1 million (45.1%, 40.6 50.1)
abortions were done in unsafe circumstances each year. The estimations of other major
groups were presented in Table 5.
Table 5: Distribution of annual proportions of safe, less-safe, and least-safe
abortions by major subregions for the period 2010-14.
Region
Worldwide
Developed
Developing
Africa
Asia
Europe
Latin America
Northern America
Oceania

safe abortions
%
90% UI
54.9 (49.9, 59.4)
87.5 (81.9, 89.6)
50.5 (45.5, 55.9)
24.4 (18.6, 33.6)
62.1 (54.8, 67.2)
88.8 (80.3, 91.7)
23.6 (8.8, 47.0)
99.0 (97.7, 99.8)
66.3 (61.4, 77.7)

less safe abortions
%
90% UI
30.7 (25.5, 35.6)
12.4 (10.2, 17.9)
33.2 (27, 38.3)
27.6 (21.2, 37)
29.7 (23.5, 36.6)
11.2 (7.8, 19.3)
59.7 (32.7, 72.2)
0.9
(0.2, 2.3)
7.8
(3.5, 17.9)

least
%
14.4
0.08
16.3
48.0
8.3
0.0
16.7
0.0
25.9

safe abortions
90% UI
(11.5, 18.1)
(0.0, 1.36)
(13.1, 20.7)
(36.5, 52.9)
(4.9, 13.3)
(0.0, 0.02)
(8.8, 33.4)
(0.0, 0.03)
(11.5, 31.1)

We plotted the estimations of abortion safety categories worldwide, for developed
countries, for developing countries and by major regions in Figure 3. When considering
three categories together, the proportion of safe abortions is relatively high in developed
countries, Europe and North America, the proportion of less safe abortions exceeds the
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proportions of other two categories in Latin America, and the proportion of least safe
abortions is the highest proportion in Africa. Regarding to unsafe abortions, the proportion
of least safe abortions is higher than less safe abortions in Africa and Oceania.

Figure 3: Distribution of abortion safety categories worldwide and by major
regions.
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The distribution of abortions across safety categories was similar across
developed subregions, except for eastern Europe, where the proportion of safe abortions
was marginally lower than for other subregions in Europe. Among developing regions,
eastern Asia (including China) had a safety distribution like that of developed countries.
Only in three other developing subregions (southeastern Asia, western Asia, and southern
Africa) did the proportion of safe abortions exceed 50%. Other than for southern Africa,
the proportion of safe abortions was 25% or less in all of Africa and throughout Latin
America. However, in Latin America, most unsafe abortions were categorized as less safe,
whereas, in Africa, almost all unsafe abortions were categorized as least safe. The highest
proportion of least-safe abortions occurred in middle Africa, followed by western Africa
and eastern Africa.
Given that the number of abortions in the subregions of Micronesia, Polynesia,
and Melanesia were small, we did not separate Oceania into its subregions. (Table 5,
Figure 3) Thus, the results for Oceania reflected a mix of safety scenarios. When the
Australia New Zealand subregion was considered on its own, 92.3% (89.3 95.4) of
abortions were safe, like the pattern in other developed regions.
When the distribution of abortion safety was considered by the legal status of
abortion, 87.4% (79.2 92.0) of all abortions in the 57 countries in which abortion was
avail- able on request were safe compared with 25.2% (14.5 41.0) in the 62 countries
where abortion was completely banned or allowed only to save the

life or to pre-

serve her physical health. In such legally restrictive settings, nearly a third of abortions
(31.3%, 21.0 41.9) were categorized as least safe. A direct association was also seen
between abortion safety and country income level; most abortions in upper-middle-
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income countries (67.1%, 58.7 75.7) and high-income countries (82.2%, 75.8 85.7) were
safe compared with about one in five abortions (21.8%, 17.4 30.7) in low-income
countries. The proportion of abortions that were least safe was also significantly higher in
developing countries with the most restrictive laws than in developed countries with
similarly restrictive laws (31.3% vs 0.3%).
No clear association was observed between the incidence of abortion in UN
DESA subregions and the distribution of safe abortions. However, the three regions with
incidences of fewer than 30 per 1000 women (northern America, northern Europe, and
western Europe) also had the highest proportions of safe abortions. Similarly, no clear
association was observed between the proportions of unsafe abortions by subregion and
case fatality rates. However, an association was seen between the proportions of least safe
abortions by subregion and the case fatality rates; most subregions with a high proportion
of least-safe abortions had high case fatality rates.
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CHAPTER 5
ADDITIONAL ANALYSES
In this chapter, we carry out additional analyses (i) to check sensitivity to the
choice of prior distributions on the regression coefficients, (ii) to identify outlying
countries (observations) using residual analyses and check sensitivity of substantive
findings to those outliers, (iii) to examine in more detail out-of-sample performance and
(iv) to check model selection outcomes as suggested by the Watanabe-Akaike
information criteria (WAIC).
5.1 Alternative Prior Distributions
We investigated the sensitivity of model findings to the choice of prior
distributions. We used the priors as recommended by Gelman et al [20] , which as
defined as follows.
First step is to standardize the input variables. Binary inputs are shifted to have a
mean of 0 and to differ by 1 in their lower and upper conditions. Other inputs are shifted
to have a mean of 0 and scaled to have a standard deviation of 0.5. This scaling puts
continuous variables on the same scale as symmetric binary inputs (which, taking on the
values ±0.5, have standard deviation 0.5). [20]
We assigned independent Cauchy prior distributions with center 0 and scale 2.5 to
each of the coefficients in the logistic regression except the constant term. When
combined with the standardization, this implies that the absolute difference in logit
probability should be less than 5, when moving from one standard deviation below the
mean, to one standard deviation above the mean, in any input variable. Adding 5 on the
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logit scale is equivalent to shifting the predicted probability from 0.01 to 0.5, or from 0.5
to 0.99; these changes are larger than anything we would expect in most applications. [20]

where

,

refer to the coefficients of the time-matched covariates in year t[i].

5.1.1 Comparison of Model Selection and Validation
We applied the same out-of-sample validation process in chapter 3.4.2 on the
same six models selected by DIC in chapter 3.2.1. Results are reported in Table 6.
Table 6: Validation outcomes for models with Gelman et al priors. ME = mean error,
MAE = mean absolute error, MedE = median error, MedAE = median absolute error,
Outside UI refers to the proportion of observations that fall outside the 90% uncertainty
interval(HDI)
For proportion safe
Model ME
MAE MedE MedAE Outside UI
3
0.01 0.1
0.02
0.09
0.13
4
0.01 0.1
0.02
0.08
0.13
7
0.01 0.1
0.02
0.09
0.14
11
0.01 0.1
0.02
0.08
0.14
12
0.01 0.1
0.02
0.08
0.13
16
0.02 0.1
0.03
0.1
0.11
For proportion least safe out of unsafe
Model ME
MAE MedE MedAE Outside UI
3
0
0.1
-0.01 0.04
0.11
4
0
0.1
-0.01 0.04
0.11
7
0
0.11 -0.01 0.04
0.11
11
0.01 0.1
-0.01 0.04
0.11
12
0.01 0.1
-0.01 0.04
0.11
16
-0.01 0.1
-0.02 0.04
0.1

Below Median
0.39
0.39
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.37
Below Median
0.64
0.64
0.63
0.63
0.63
0.69

Compared to Table 4, the validation outcome from original model settings, most
validation outcomes for the proportion of safe abortions were improved by 0.01, but no
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significant improvement overall. Given similar model performance, we selected the most
parsimonious model (Model 16) from the new settings for further comparison.
5.1.2 Comparison of Regression Coefficients
We compared the estimates of the coefficients in both original model and updated
model. We plotted the coefficients point estimate with their uncertainty intervals for key
region and covariates respectively for both safe and least safe out of non-safe abortions in
Figure 4. The x axis is the regression coefficient values and their confidence intervals.
The y axis begins with safe proportions, and followed by least safe out of unsafe
proportions. All regression coefficient confidence intervals overlapped.

Figure 4: Comparison of the regression coefficients between model with Normal
priors and model with Gelman et al priors. The dots are the point estimates for the
coefficients and the lines are their credible intervals.
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5.1.3 Comparison of Subregional Estimates
We compared the subregional estimations with their uncertainty intervals for the
proportions of the safe and least safe abortions between the original model and the new
model with standardized variables and Gelman et al priors.
For both safe proportions (Figure 5) and least safe proportions (Figure 6), all
subregional estimation uncertainty intervals overlapped. No significant differences were
found. We also compared the results among countries and other group estimations, and
found similar outcomes without significant differences between the estimates from the
model with Normal priors and the model with the Gelman et al priors.

Figure 5: Comparison of the subregional estimates for safe proportions between
model with Normal priors and model with Gelman et al priors.
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Figure 6: Comparison of the subregional estimates for least safe proportions
between model with Normal priors and model with Gelman et al priors.
5.2 Identifying Outlying Countries
5.2.1 Standardized Residual Plots
Residual ri = pi

i,

is the difference between the observed abortion safety

proportion and estimated value, where pi refers to the observation and

i

refers to the

estimate for that corresponding country-year. To account for the uncertainty from
binomial variance parameters (assumed sample size) in data model, we calculated
standardized residuals by dividing the ri by the square root of the binomial variance
assigned respectively. We consider countries with standardized residuals larger than 2 in
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its absolute value to be outlying. Standardized residual plots in Figure 7 is used to check
for outlying observations from final model. Most standardized residuals were close to
zero. In standardized residual plots for safe proportions, no outlying country found. In
standardized residual plots for least safe proportions, we found one outlying country.

Figure 7: Standardized residual plots for both safe and least safe proportions for
final model. The top four plots are for safe abortions and bottom two plots are for least
safe abortion.
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5.2.2 Model without Outliers
We excluded the outlying country from data input, then fitted final model again to
the remaining data to check if the outlying countries were influential in determining the
estimates for other countries. We compared the new country estimates to the original
estimates in Figure 8 and Figure 9. The x axis was the estimated proportions for model
without outliers and the y axis was for full model. The black line was the identity line and
the dashed lines displayed identity + 10%, + 5%, -5%, and -10% respectively. The red
dots refer to the countries that have been excluded in the new model. Uncertainty
intervals are shown for outlying data points. For safe proportion estimates (Figure 8), no
countries were outside the +10%/-10% identity lines. For least safe proportion estimates
(Figure 9), the excluded country was away from the identity line, while another included
country was outside but close to the -10% identity line. We expect the estimate for
outlying country to differ in both models because in the full model, the estimate for the
outlying country is informed by its data. The exclusion of outlying countries was not
influential in determining the estimates for abortion safeties for other countries (esp. not
when taking account of the uncertainty associated with the estimates). The removal of
outliers did not result in substantial changes in the estimates for other countries.
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Figure 8: Comparison of safe country estimates between full model and model
without outlying countries identified based on in-sample fit. The black line is the
identity line and the dashed lines displayed identity + 10%, + 5%, -5%, and -10%
respectively.

Figure 9: Comparison of least safe country estimates between full model and model
without outlying countries identified based on in-sample fit. The black line is the
identity line and the dashed lines displayed identity + 10%, + 5%, -5%, and -10%
respectively.
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The comparison of estimates from model without outliers and from full model are
in Figure 10 through Figure 13. We calculated subregional estimates when all country
estimates were included in the aggregation for subregions for safe (Figure 10) and least
safe (Figure 11), then we generated the subregional estimates without the outlying
country estimates (Figure 12, Figure 13). All the estimations uncertainty intervals
overlapped.

Figure 10: Subregional estimates comparison for safe abortions between full model
and model without outlying countries identified based on in-sample fit when all
countries were used in aggregation.
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Figure 11: Subregional estimates comparison for least safe abortions between full
model and model without outlying countries identified based on in-sample fit when
all countries were used in aggregation.

Figure 12: Subregional estimates comparison for safe abortions between full model
and model without outlying countries identified based on in-sample fit when
excluded countries were not used in aggregation.
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Figure 13: Subregional estimates comparison for least safe abortions between full
model and model without outlying countries identified based on in-sample fit when
excluded countries were not used in aggregation.
5.3 Examining Out-of-sample Performance
5.3.1 Updating Model Validation Outcomes based on Averaging across Countrybased Performance
In our initial analysis of out-of-sample performance, we summarized coverage of
HDIs using averages across all (30) validation runs. However, given that some countries
are left out multiple times, this type of summary may be weighted more towards those
countries that happen to have been left out more than others. To avoid this dependence of
out-of-sample results on the selection of countries that were left out more often, we
recalculated validation measures based on summarizing the results by country first, and
then summarizing across countries. The updated results are given in Table 7.
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Table 7: Validation outcomes based on summarizing results across countries. ME =
mean error, MAE = mean absolute error, MedE = median error, MedAE = median
absolute error, Outside UI refers to the proportion of observations that fall outside the
90% uncertainty interval (HDI), and Beloe Median refers to the proportion of
observations that below the median estimate.
For proportion safe
Model ME
MAE MedE MedAE
3
0.01 0.13 0.01
0.13
4
0.01 0.13 0.01
0.13
7
0.01 0.12 0.01
0.12
11
0.01 0.12 0.01
0.13
12
0.01 0.13 0.01
0.13
16
0.01 0.12 0.01
0.12
For proportion less safe
Model ME
MAE MedE MedAE
3
0.01 0.13 0.01
0.13
4
0.01 0.13 0.01
0.13
7
0.00 0.13 0.01
0.13
11
0.01 0.13 0.01
0.13
12
0.00 0.13 0.01
0.13
16
0.01 0.13 0.01
0.13
For proportion least safe
Model ME
MAE MedE MedAE
3
0
0.1
0
0.10
4
0
0.1
0
0.10
7
0
0.1
0
0.09
11
0
0.1
0
0.10
12
0
0.1
0
0.10
16
0
0.1
0
0.10

Outside UI
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.11
0.13
0.11

Below Median
0.39
0.39
0.38
0.38
0.38
0.39

Outside UI
0.11
0.10
0.12
0.11
0.10
0.12

Below Median
0.45
0.45
0.47
0.45
0.45
0.45

Outside UI
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12

Below Median
0.63
0.62
0.65
0.63
0.60
0.65

We did not find substantial differences for proportion safe, less safe, and least
safe between the two ways of summarizing validation results. Nonetheless, we would
recommend the latter approach for use in follow-up analyses if based on a limited number
of validation runs to avoid that results are weighted more towards those countries that
happen to have been left out more than others. If sufficient computational resources are
available, validation exercises whereby one country is left out at a time, or based on a
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larger number of runs (such that all countries are left out about the same number of times)
are preferable.
5.3.2 Coverage of Quantile-based Credible Intervals and Probability Integral
Transformation Histograms
To assess the out-of-sample performance in more detail, we explored the
percentage of left-out observations above and below quantile-based CIs (and similarly,
Probability Integral transform histograms). However, by definition, quantile-based CIs
will not include boundary values (probabilities of zero and one) in a model that does not
assign point masses to those values and thus cannot be used to check model performance
for predicting those extreme values. So instead, we use the quantile-based CI and PIT to
check the prediction of non-boundary outcomes and find that the coverage of the CIs is
reasonable (see Table 8) but that the percentage of observations that fall above their
prediction intervals for the proportion least safe is too high.
Table 8: Results for observations fall outside the quantile-based credible intervals.
Model
3
4
7
11
12
16

Safe
< 5% CI
0.09
0.09
0.08
0.08
0.09
0.09

> 95% CI
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.02

Less Safe
< 5% CI
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03

> 95% CI
0.09
0.09
0.08
0.09
0.08
0.09

Least Safe
< 5% CI
0
0
0
0
0
0

> 95% CI
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11

Note that to overcome the issue that boundary values introduce for the
construction of credible intervals we presented the rounded HDI: the HDI can include
zeroes and ones if the posterior distribution has high density at the boundary. Indeed, we
find that the coverage of HDIs is reasonable for all left-out-observations, including zeroes
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and ones, suggesting that our model without point masses at the boundaries performs
reasonably well.
The probability integral transformation (PIT) is used to test whether the converted
random variables from modeled random variables follow a standard uniform distribution
or not. The PIT values constructed in this study were the proportions of posterior samples
smaller than observed value for each country from all validation runs. In our out-ofsample validation, the observations were left out at random. If our model is valid, the PIT
values should be approximately uniformly distributed between 0 and 1.

Where k refers to the country left out in validations, n refers to the validation
runs, (s) refers to the s-th posterior sample in n-th run, p. refers to the observed values,
. green refers the posterior samples for safe abortions, and

. refers to the posterior

samples for least safe out of unsafe abortions. The indicator function returns 1 if the
observed value is greater than the posterior sample, and 0 otherwise.
The PIT histograms in Figure 14 visualize the distribution of PIT values for final
model. We find peaks on the end of the histograms in the left two plots, in which the PIT
values were calculated through the above formulas. This indicates that there are outlying
data points that the model does not predict well.
We then checked whether those data points were 0s or 1s by adding a second
indicator function. The latter indicator function returns 1 if observed value of safe
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proportion

or the observed value for least safe

zero,

and 0 otherwise.

The PIT values followed two indicator functions are in the right two plots on
Figure 14 and show improved out-of-sample validation. However, similar to the findings
based on the quantile-based Cis, we find that the removal of zeroes and ones did not
result in fully satisfactory model performance so we carried out further checking.

Figure 14: Probability integral transformation histograms for final model.
5.3.3 Checking Country-specific Model Performance
We identified countries for which observations were not well predicted by the
model in out of sample predictions, here defined as observations that were outside the
90% prediction intervals constructed for those observations in at least 50% of the
validation runs in which the observation was left out. The first goal of identifying these
countries was to check for data errors and to assess whether there is something specific
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about these countries that can be used to improve the model. Countries were chosen as
left-out randomly, and most countries have been selected more than once during all 30
validation runs. We selected those countries for which observed values were outside the
credible intervals during validation of final model for safe proportion estimates in Table
9. Six of nine countries have data points outside over 50 % of the times that they were
left out. We also checked the other two safety categories using the same approach. In our
dataset, we have five countries where we observe that 100% of abortions are safe, and
eleven extra countries with 0% least safe out of unsafe abortions. None of the countries in
Table 9 have observed 100% safe abortion proportion, but four selected countries have
0% least safe out of unsafe proportions and three of them were highlighted.
Table 9: Results for out-of-boundary check for safe proportions from final model.
Overview for countries for which left-out observation was not within prediction interval
in out-of-sample validation in at least one validation run. Table columns: Country (an
index is used instead of country names), data source (whether the data came from
national or subnational sources), the type of the data, how many times the country was
selected as a left out country out of the 30 validation runs, how many times (and the
percentage of time) the observed proportion from that country was outside its prediction
bounds, the direction of the observed value away from the bounds, the average distance
of the deviation, and the range of the deviation (if the country was out of bounds more
than once).
Country
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6
No. 7
No. 8
No. 9

Source
National
National
Subnational
National
National
National
National
National
National

Type
Method
Method
Method
Provider
Method
Method
Method
Method
Setting

# Left
11/30
6/30
5/30
7/30
5/30
7/30
7/30
10/30
8/30

# Out (%)
11 (100%)
6 (100%)
2 (40%)
7 (100%)
1 (20%)
7 (100%)
1 (14%)
6 (60%)
7 (88%)
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How
Lower
Lower
Higher
Higher
Lower
Lower
Lower
Lower
Higher

Mean
0.362
0.011
0.047
0.036
0.069
0.077
0.004
0.114
0.076

Min
0.335
0.003
0.022
0.006
0.058
0.001
0.025

Max
0.385
0.023
0.072
0.076
0.108
0.181
0.135

Our current model did not predict the highlighted observations in Table 8 very
well. Further checking did not suggest data errors or specific country situations that could
be incorporated in the regression models.
To test the sensitivity of model based estimates to the information from the
selected countries that was not well predicted by the model, we carried out an additional
sensitivity test whereby the data country no.1, no.2, no.4, no.6, no.8, and no.9 were
excluded, i.e., the countries with poor validation outcomes quantified here as the model
prediction interval not including the observation at least half of the time. We compared
the country estimates as well as the subregional estimates from model without those
countries to the estimates from full model under the similar methods in 5.2.2.
For safe proportion country estimates (Figure 15), four excluded countries and
twelve included countries were above/under the +10%/-10% identity line. The countryspecific uncertainty intervals from the reduced model included the country estimates
from the full data model for all 12 included countries. For least safe proportion country
estimates (Figure 16), only three country estimates were above the +10% identity line.
All the other country estimates were inside +10% and -10% identity lines.
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Figure 15: Comparison of safe country estimates between full data model and model
without outlying countries identified based on out-of-sample predictions.

Figure 16: Comparison of least safe country estimates between full data model and
model without outlying countries identified based on out-of-sample predictions.
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In subregional estimates for safe abortions, a significant difference was found in
Western Europe in Figure 17, and the point estimates of Western Asia and Eastern
Europe from the new model are outside the CIs from the full model when excluded
countries were used in aggregation subregional results. No significant difference in
subregional least safe abortions was found for least safe abortions as illustrated in Figure
18. The differences in point estimates are smaller in Figure 19 and Figure 20 if the
excluded countries were not used in aggregations and all CIs overlap. We conclude that
the country-specific estimates for those countries selected as outlying based on the
validation exercises point are sensitive to the country-specific data, model-based
(subregional) estimates for the other countries do not change significantly nor
substantially when

data.

Figure 17: Subregional estimates comparison for safe abortions between full model
and model without outlying countries identified based on out-of-sample predictions
when all countries were used in aggregation.
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Figure 18: Subregional estimates comparison for least safe abortions between full
model and model without outlying countries identified based on out-of-sample
predictions when all countries were used in aggregation.

Figure 19: Subregional estimates comparison for safe abortions between full model
and model without outlying countries identified based on out-of-sample predictions
when excluded countries were not used in aggregation.
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Figure 20: Subregional estimates comparison for least safe abortions between full
model and model without outlying countries identified based on out-of-sample
predictions when excluded countries were not used in aggregation.
5.4 Watanabe-Akaike Information Criteria
In this section, we applied Watanabe-Akaike Information Criterion (WAIC) as an
additional method to check the in-sample fit. WAIC is a fully Bayesian criterion to
estimate out-of-sample prediction. WAIC is the combination of predictive accuracy and a
bias adjustment recommended by Gelman et al. [20] It considers the posterior distribution
of (as opposed to a point estimate) and is asymptotically closest to Bayesian leave-oneout accuracy.
5.4.1 Equations
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where LPPD is the computed log pointwise predictive density,

is the

estimated effective number of parameters and computed based on the definition which
can be calculated through the posterior variance of the log predictive density for each
data point,

represents the parameters, and

the parameters, here are the µ and

is the likelihood function based on

from the T distributions with 3 degrees of freedoms

under standardized and truncated values. zi = (g1, g2, ..., gm, r1, r2, ..., rn) is a vector
including both posteriors from safe proportion gi s, and least safe proportions ri s. We
also calculated WAIC for safe or least safe proportions only respectively in later sections.
5.4.2 Model Comparison
Although WAIC should not be used to select a single model among many models
due to a selection induced bias, we could compare two models pairwise. [20] When
comparing two fitted models, we can estimate the difference in their expected predictive
accuracy by the difference in WAIC. To compute the standard error of this difference we
can use a paired estimate to take advantage of the fact that the same set of n data points is
being used to fit both models.
A

= WAICiA and WAICB= WAICiB, then we have
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2

=

If there is positive difference in WAIC (and its scale relative to the standard
error), it indicates a preference for the second model.
The confidence interval of the difference is calculated by:

5.4.3 Results
From WAICs results of all candidate models for both safe and least safe
proportions included in Table 10, the model with smallest WAIC is Model 16, with the
remaining candidate model followed by mod11, mod12, mod4, mod8, mod3, mod15,
mod7, mod5, mod6, mod14, mod2, mod13, mod10, mod1, mod9. These is no need to
compare models here.
Table 10: WAIC results of all candidate models for both safe and least safe
proportions.
Model
WAIC
Model
WAIC

1
455.39
9
457.90

2
452.67
10
455.02

3
450.25
11
446.59

4
447.26
12
447.04

5
451.21
13
453.28

6
451.90
14
452.26

7
450.88
15
450.72

8
449.67
16
445.88

We also calculated the WAIC for safe proportion only in Table 10. The model with
smallest WAIC is Model 11. We compared the model with smallest WAIC (Model 11)
and the model with the model we selected in paper (Model 16) using the formulas in
5.5.3 and got a standard error of 2.91. The confidence interval for difference between
Model 11 and Model 16 for safe proportions only was (-5.00, 6.42) with zero included,
which indicated there were no significant difference between two models.
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Table 11: WAIC results of all candidate models for safe proportions only.
Model
WAIC
Model
WAIC

1
243.82
9
243.71

2
243.58
10
244.43

3
243.53
11
241.02

4
243.31
12
242.84

5
241.04
13
241.43

6
244.10
14
243.78

7
245.55
15
245.35

8
245.33
16
243.46

Furthermore, we calculated the WAIC for least safe proportion only in Table 12.
The model with smallest WAIC is Model 16, with the remaining candidate model
followed by mod4, mod12, mod8, mod7, mod15, mod11, mod3, mod6, mod14, mod2,
mod5, mod10, mod1, mod13, mod9. These is no need to compare models for least safe
proportions only.
Table 12: WAIC results of all candidate models for least safe proportions only.
Model
WAIC
Model
WAIC

1
211.58
9
214.19

2
209.09
10
210.59

3
206.72
11
205.58

4
203.95
12
204.20

5
210.17
13
211.86
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6
207.80
14
208.49

7
205.34
15
205.37

8
204.34
16
202.43

CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION
6.1 Discussions of Substantive Findings
The results showed a disparity in abortion safety between developed and
developing regions. In 2010 14, almost all abortions in developed countries were safe,
although a small proportion of less-safe abortions was also seen

-notably in eastern

Europe- probably due to the persistence of outdated medical practices such as sharp
curettage. In eastern Europe, as in many parts of Asia, development of evidence-based
national standards and guidelines and training of providers could result in substantial
improvements in the safety and quality of abortion care.
The subregions with the highest proportions of safe abortions (northern Europe
and northern America) also showed the lowest incidence of abortion. Most countries in
these two subregions have less restrictive laws on abortion, high contraceptive use, high
economic development, high levels of gender equality, and well-developed health
infrastructures, suggesting that achievement of both low incidence of abortion and high
safety in such contexts is possible.
Although eastern Asia was like developed regions, fewer than one in two
abortions in south-central Asia and about one in four abortions in Africa were safe. Most
abortions in Africa were characterized as least safe, suggesting that use of dangerous
invasive methods by untrained individuals is common. Although the estimates of case
fatality rates should be interpreted with caution because they were calculated with
information from several different estimates and various time periods, our results
suggested that the subregions with the highest proportions of least-safe abortions also had
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the highest case fatality rates. This finding might be due to the more serious complications arising from least-safe abortions and the poor health infrastructure to treat
complications when they occur. Multifaceted interventions addressing legal, policy, and
health system barriers; health-worker shortages; provider attitudes; gender inequality; and
abortion stigma are needed.
Only about one in four abortions in Latin America were safe, although most unsafe abortions were categorized as less safe, reflecting the transition of use of dangerous
methods to use of misoprostol outside formal health systems in this region. [21] Such
abortions might result in fewer complications than abortions done using dangerous
methods, as shown by the lower case fatality rates in regions with a high proportion of
less-safe abortions than in regions with a high proportion of least-safe abortions.
However, these regions also have better functioning health systems and better access to
care to treat complications when they occur. Self-management of medical abortion in
early pregnancy is an evidence-based option in WHO guidelines, [6] however the use of
misoprostol outside of the formal health system, often without access to appropriate
information and a trained health-care worker if needed, does not represent a standard of
care, but rather an absence of safe options. Thus, despite lower case fatality rates, these
abortions are considered less safe and structured health systems interventions that address
access to information, medications, and support to women are needed.
The analysis showed a positive association between safe abortions and less
restrictive laws. Such laws might promote an enabling environment for trained providers
and improve access to safe methods. The highest proportions of safe abortion were seen
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in developed countries with less restrictive laws, suggesting that both the legal grounds
and overall development of a country have a part in abortion safety.
This analysis suggested that unsafe abortion is still a major problem in developing
countries and that progress towards safer abortion is needed, even in some developed
countries. Although efforts to increase the availability, accessibility, and affordability of
contraception can reduce the incidence of unintended pregnancies and, therefore,
abortions, [11] it is essential to combine this strategy with interventions to ensure access
to safe abortion. Both strategies are needed to eliminate unsafe abortion and to fulfil the
global commitment to the Sustainable Development Goal of universal access to sexual
and reproductive health. [22]
6.2 Discussions of Modeling Approach and Study Limitations
To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to align the measurement of
abortion safety with

definition [5] of unsafe abortion and to link the

categorization of safety to current technical standards in WHO guidelines. [6, 7]
Furthermore, the three-tiered classification allowed for a more nuanced gradation of
safety that distinguished the least-safe abortions from other types of unsafe abortion. The
use of a model-based approach resulted in a systematic consideration of multiple factors
that affect the conditions under which abortions take place and allowed, for the first time,
the construction of uncertainty bounds around the estimates.
The analysis had several limitations due to the paucity of data. Empirical data in
the model were scarce, particularly from countries where abortion was legally restricted
and stigma was likely to be common. Data on abortion are likely to be under-reported or
misclassified and, even in countries where abortion is legally available, the increasing
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privatization of abortion care and a shift towards outpatient services with medication pose
new challenges to the representativeness of data collected through health systems. [23,
24, 25] Variations in outcome definitions and reporting made it difficult to standardize is
data inputs.
We were also unable to fully represent all the conceptual domains in the statistical
model because systematic, standardized data on covariates representing some domains
did not exist. Information about the extent to which misoprostol was used in countries
where abortion access was restricted was largely anecdotal, misoprostol sales data
collected by the pharmaceutical industry were not available for all countries, and
misoprostol regulations within countries did not necessarily correlate with actual
availability and sales in the formal and informal markets. Stigma related to both seeking
and provision of abortion is increasingly recognized as influencing how and where
women access care and who is willing to provide care. [7] Although the GII was used as
a partial proxy of abortion stigma, more direct measures do not exist. The possibility of
prosecution for seeking an abortion might also lead women to unsafe options; however,
we were unable to quantify this risk for use as a covariate. Additionally, although
abortions in both the first trimester and later are safe if done according to WHO
standards, the risk of complications does increase with increasing duration of pregnancy.
[26] However, we were unable to account for this in the model because of data
constraints.
Innovative research to address these gaps is urgently needed, especially in
contexts where many abortions occur outside formal health systems. [26, 27, 28] Where
legal grounds for provision of an abortion exist, increased commitment to collection and
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standardized reporting of routine data with monitoring indicators recommended by WHO
are needed. [5] Improvements in data would also allow future estimates to be
disaggregated to the country level; for inequalities related to age, marital status, and
economic conditions to be examined; and for national-level progress in increasing access
to safe abortion to become visible.
In the additional analyses, we showed that estimates for regression coefficients,
subregional results, and validation outcomes from models with alternative prior
distributions did not change significantly. We identified five outlying countries based on
in-sample residual analysis. To check the sensitivity of substantive findings to those
outliers, we excluded these countries from model input. The comparison across models
with and without these outlying countries showed that the removal of outlying countries
based on in-sample fit did not result in substantial changes in estimates for other
countries. We also identified six countries that were not well predicted by the model in
out-of-sample validation exercises. Further checking did not suggest data errors or
specific country settings that could be incorporated in the regression models. We
excluded countries with poor predictions form the model input in a sensitivity test and
concluded that the country-specific point estimates for those countries selected as
outlying based on the validation exercises are sensitive to the country-specific data but
that model-based (subregional) estimates for the other countries do not change

additional analyses was to check model selection outcomes as suggested by the
Watanabe-Akaike information criteria (WAIC) as compared to DIC. For all data
combined and for the model of least safe proportions only, WAIC and DIC pointed to the
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same model. For the model of safe proportions only, no significant difference was found
between the DIC-selected model and the model with smallest WAIC. Future research
can focus on examining outlying countries in further detail, or to reconsider the data
model used based on assessments of reporting errors.
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